Abstract. According to the characteristic of the undergraduate students in university, Using questionnaire survey method to analyze the results, the scientific research innovation ability evaluation criterion system is constructing by the AHP method ， then calculating the weight of each indictor, on this basis through the instance we achieve the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation on it . The method will provide a scientific basis for the cultivation of the innovative ability of undergraduate students, based on the weak link of the innovation ability training some reasonable suggestions and corresponding measures are put forward . 
Hierarchical structure of the evaluation of science research and innovation ability of Engineering College Students
Design of the weight of the evaluation system
There are three steps in building the hierarchical structure of the evaluation of the scientific research and innovation capacity of undergraduate students majored in science and engineering:
a. Resolve and combine the problems, and build up hierarchical structure, according to the one-to-nine measurement raised by Saaty. Firstly, order the levels by single factors and check for consistency, calculating corresponding ordering vector.
b. Apply expert evaluation method. For the six principle factors in the second level, such as innovation education platform, innovation activity participation, scientific innovation achievement, academic innovation awards, innovation program establishment and innovation education profit, compare pairwise in certain weights and build up the matrix of the comparison, calculating corresponding weight and checking for the compatibility. The six primary index of judgement matrix and the calculation results are shown in Table 1 , and the corresponding program calculation results are shown in Figure 2. c.Expand the result and make the average of the result from the students the evidence to establish the evaluation matrix with reasonable estimation. Calculate each matrix of levels and normalize the feature vectors, finally expand until the bottom level. The steps above leads to the coincident indicator that concluded from the whole structure. The data to calculate the weight vector can be guidance for experts to estimate the indicator reasonably, which help calculate the data of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation.
Corresponding Table1 Judgment matrix A → B
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of the scientific research and innovation capability
According to the structure built up in Figure 1 , we adopt weighted average model of fuzzy mathematics to evaluate [5] . Formulation is known as: Table2 The student status evaluation hierarchy evaluation
R (Very poor) score 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 Use the comments for reference, the evaluation of the scientific research and innovation ability of undergraduate students can be made. By scoring the indicator in Figure 1 , different evaluation matrix was got. The calculation is bottom-up level by level and end up with the final score. Take the example of a certain student who is in his third year and majored in applied physics to emphasize the thought, he has won an award in Challenge Cup 13th the Students' Extracurricular Scientific and Technological Works Competition of zhejiang province and established paper as first author in SCI journal articles with scientific research interest, strong ability of problem solution and handling and doing excellent in practical activity.
Following =0.8660 Finally, the result of the student of his scientific research and innovation evaluation is score 0.8660, which does not fit the pre-expectation. However, his grade is looked forward to improving, which is the weakness of the academic experience.
